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Abstract: In the wake of a disaster, relief activities are expected to start immediately. To determine
a better approach in dispatchment and transportation during relief activities, the primary factor
is the communication and information sharing between the various parties such as airports, relief
shelters and aircraft pilots. However, the effect of the information-sharing systems on the efficiency
of transportation is yet to be clarified, and the differences between transport methods under different
information-sharing systems are not yet known. Therefore, in this paper, we proposed different
dispatch strategies corresponding to different information sharing levels and utilized the agent-
based simulation modeling dynamic system to compare the air relief efficiency of different dispatch
strategies. The simulation results demonstrate that the efficiency of relief activities increases as the
level of information sharing improves, and different dispatch strategies have an impact on the effect
of relief activities.

Keywords: relief transportation; agent-based simulation; optimization routing; dynamic routing

1. Introduction

During the Great East Japan Earthquake of March 2011, communication between the
disaster response headquarters and the aircraft was through voice wireless communication
devices [1]. Then, information was collected and aggregated on the whiteboard in the
disaster response headquarters. Finally, mission assignment and aircraft operation were
performed based on personal judgment and experience. This kind of information sharing
hinders quick and effective execution of mission assignments. Moreover, in widespread
disaster areas, obstacles such as mountains could obstruct communication between the
operation base and the aircraft, thus hindering relief activities. In addition, during the
Sendai Airport disaster, which was at the operating base, lead response headquarters could
not receive information about the affected areas; this made air relief more difficult.

Based on the experience of the 2011 earthquake in Japan, the Japan Aerospace Explo-
ration Agency (JAXA) developed the Disaster Relief Aircraft Information Sharing Network
(D-net) in 2012. This network can share necessary information between the rescue aircraft
and the response headquarters during disasters to foster rescue activities via aircraft such
as helicopters [2].

This example indicates that new communication technologies are being applied in air
relief activities. However, even in Japan, not all relief helicopters can be equipped with
new communication devices. Communication technologies and devices are very different
over different regions and may even differ in same disaster-affected areas, according to the
damages caused by different scales of the disaster level.

As communication devices are updated, relief aircraft dispatch strategies differ, and
geographical factors and population distribution may affect aircraft dispatch strategies.
Therefore, after the development of new communication devices, it is necessary to train
new devices in different strategies and places [3].
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There are different communication devices applied in relief activities, and dispatch
strategies can be affected by both the different communication devices and demand char-
acteristics when disaster occurs. In this research, we plan to establish a framework for
analyzing the effect of different communication devices on relief activities by combining the
factor of demand distribution, as shown in Figure 1. The purpose of our study is to assist in
determining the optimal dispatch strategy based on the different levels of communication
and demand characteristics in disaster relief.
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Our research aims to analyze the effects of different communication methods on relief
aircraft dispatch, the efficiency improvements of new communication devices for relief
activities, and the effectiveness of the communication devices in dealing with different
relief scenarios. We first define different information sharing levels in air relief activities
and then propose aircraft dispatch methods based on these sharing levels. Finally, we
analyze the effect of different transport methods in different disaster relief scenarios.

The application of communication technology has a role in all four distinct phases of
disaster management: mitigation, preparedness, response, and recovery. However, in this
research, we focus specifically on the response phase, which has a direct relationship with
aircraft operations and is also the most critical phase for rescue activities.

We define the information sharing levels based on three main types of information
used in air relief activities, as shown in Figure 2.

• Information about injuries from shelters: the information about injuries in shelter sites
should be sent to response headquarters in a timely manner.

• Information about injuries and corresponding flight routing before takeoff (at the airport): this
information is the flight routing plan that response headquarters design for aircraft,
based on received information regarding injuries.

• Information about injuries and dynamic routing (in the air): this information is the dy-
namic flight plan that response headquarters design for aircraft, based on updated
information regarding injuries.

Three typical information sharing levels were used in our research, the criterion for
which are outlined in Table 1.

If devices for the different relief agents are unavailable or damaged by a disaster,
communication among different entities such as aircraft dispatchers, shelter sites, and
aircraft pilots is hindered. Consequently, aircraft dispatchers will be unaware of the extent
of the damage in the disaster-affected area or the number of injured persons in shelters. In
such cases, relief aircraft dispatchers must send aircraft to collect information on the shelter
site. Flight missions would therefore include reconnaissance missions and transportation
of injured persons. In this research, we refer to the information and communication level
in this kind of air rescue activity as “Level one”.
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Table 1. Different levels of information sharing systems.

Information about
Injuries from

Shelters

Information about Injuries
and Corresponding Flight
Routing before Takeoff (at

the Airport)

Information about
Injuries and

Dynamic Routing
(in the Air)

Level one No No No
Level two Yes Yes No

Level three Yes Yes Yes

“Point to point” communication can be established and ensured through means such
as equipping shelter sites and response centers with satellite telephones [4,5]. In this case,
when a disaster (earthquake) occurs, communication between the shelter site and relief
response center can be established; thus, information on the rescue shelters can be reported
rapidly to relieve the response center. Based on this information, aircraft dispatchments
can be performed with more explicit destinations, that is, pilots are informed about the
centers before they take off. We refer to this stage of information and communication as
“Level two”.

If real-time communication among different agents can be established, such as using
satellite broadcasting to develop an integrated disaster information service platform [2,6],
real-time connections among relief agents such as aircraft dispatchment centers, shelters,
and pilots can be made available to support real-time rescue activities. In this case, the
pilot will be aware of the destination before takeoff and can also make dynamic routing
during the flight mission. We refer to this phase of information sharing as “Level three”.

Most of the demands from the affected area include food, medical aid, and injury trans-
portation. According to Hanaoka et al. [1], aircraft usually embark on injury transportation
missions by considering the advantages of speed and the ability to easily overcome ground
obstacles. Therefore, the flight mission in our model aimed at injury transportation or
personnel evacuation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews existing lit-
erature on air relief activities. Section 3 formally defines and presents a mathematical
formulation of the aircraft dispatch problem. Section 4 describes three information-sharing
systems and their corresponding assignment strategies. Section 5 briefly describes the
agent-based simulation framework employed to model the dynamic system of injury cen-
ters, aircraft, and dispatch centers in airports. Section 6 lists the experiments designed
to compare different dispatch strategies and presents the computational results. Finally,
Section 7 presents the conclusion
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2. Literature Review

Our research focuses on air relief activities and establishing a model that can employ
different transportation strategies to dispatch aircraft based on demand requests. Hence,
we refer to research and methods for real-time dispatching and route planning or dynamic
route planning.

In dealing with real-time dispatchment questions, some researchers use Markov
decision processes (MDPs). To improve the computational efficiency, Goodson et al. [7]
improved the traditional one-step rollout policy in the MDP by developing a pre- and
post-decision state. Concerning the allocation question of emergency medical vehicles,
Yoon et al. [8] formulated an MDP model that dynamically determines the type of vehicle(s)
to be dispatched. Aiming at the military medical aircraft dispatchment question, Robbins
et al. [9] presented an MDP model to optimize sequential resource allocation decisions
under demand uncertainties (severity, number, and location) and service times. Several
MDP models have been presented for dispatching emergency management system assets
to spatially distributed patients that maximizes the fraction of patients who responded
within a fixed time frame [10–12].

Other researchers have used the framework of agent-based simulation to manage
real-time dispatchment questions in different fields. This framework is widely used in
researching autonomous vehicles (AVs), taxis, and rideshares. Hyland et al. [13] utilized
the framework of an agent-based simulation to model different agents, such as autonomous
vehicles, travelers, and intelligent fleet operators, to compare different AV-traveler assign-
ment strategies (control policies). Agent-based models have been designed and applied
to simulate the performance and estimate the potential benefits of a sharing AV (SAV)
system with dynamic ridesharing [14,15]. They used an agent-based simulation model
to estimate different system operation scenarios to investigate the potential impact of
the SAV system on urban parking demand. Fagnant et al. [16] designed an agent-based
simulation to investigate the effect of combing ridesharing programs and AVs on the total
fleet size, travel distance, and emissions, similar to Martinez et al. [17]. Regarding taxi
dispatchment, Grau et al. [18] developed a tool to understand the behavior of taxi markets
to policy regulations and support decision-makers using this framework. Bischoff et al. [19]
simulated the situation of electric taxicab fleets in an inner-city. Maciejewski et al. [20]
proposed and evaluated efficient real-time taxi dispatching strategies using an agent-based
simulation. Similar models have also been proposed in the literature [21–23].

From the analysis of the literature, MDP has an advantage in the sequential resource
allocation question, whereas agent-based simulation is good at comparing different strate-
gies using different indexes. Our research is aimed at comparing various transportation
methods under different information and communication systems. Hence, we select
the agent-based simulation framework, which can easily calculate different indexes and
combine different routing planning methods that can solve the local routing problem
repeatedly.

To propose a dynamic flight method, we refer to a similar model used in taxi-
dispatching or ambulance fleet management in this section.

Regarding the taxi dispatchment, Ozbaygin et al. [24] assumed that customer itineraries
may change during the execution of the planned delivery schedule and then proposed an
iterative solution framework in which an active delivery schedule is re-optimized when-
ever a customer itinerary update is revealed. Billhardt et al. [25] presented a new heuristic
algorithm for assigning taxis to customers; the algorithm considers taxi reassignments,
which may lead to globally better solutions, and an economic compensation scheme, to
incentivize private drivers to agree with the proposed modifications in their assigned
clients. Liao et al. [26] proposed a two-stage framework to solve the dynamic vehicle
routing problem. In the second stage, the original plan was improved by considering
real-time information, similar to Liao et al. [27]. Mahmassani et al. [28] considered not only
the nearest idle taxi to travelers but also idle and enroute drop-off AVs in the assignment
to manage dynamic planning. Ma et al. [29] designed ridesharing schedules to serve
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dynamic requests. Andersson et al. [30] proposed a nearest-idle ambulance policy for
ambulance dispatchment. Haghani et al. [31] jointly considered ambulance dispatch and
relocation. Schmid et al. [32] employed approximate dynamic programming methods to
solve ambulance dispatching and relocation.

These taxi and ambulance dispatching models are similar to real-time air-relief dis-
patchments. However, taxi dispatch considers the changes in demand or traffic information
to make some changes to the planned routing. Moreover, ambulance dispatchers usually
consider the change in the spatial distribution of the patients to re-optimize the dispatching
and location of ambulances. Herein, we focus on the continuous effect of different transport
strategies handling real-time demand requests in relief activities based on the different
levels of information sharing systems. We believe that the integration of these transport
methods with different information-sharing systems is meaningful to the objective of this
study.

3. Model Establishment

In this research, our main aim is to compare the efficiency of different information
sharing levels in air relief activities. To facilitate the modeling, we analyze the efficiency
of different dispatch strategies, based on the different information sharing levels. This
is a sequential optimization problem, which includes demand inputs to inform aircraft
dispatchment decisions based on received information in real-time. We take an iterative
approach to optimization, incorporating new information to obtain the optimal result. In
this section, the characteristics of our aims are analyzed and an overall model is proposed.
Different transport strategies for iterative optimization are proposed based on different
information sharing levels in Section 4. Section 5 introduces the simulation structure used
in this research.

Based on past relief activities (Hanaoka et al. [1]), the demand requests from affected
areas are generally reported to local authorities or relief response centers. Then, the
authorities or centers transfer these requests to aircraft dispatchment centers in the airport
to arrange relief aircraft transportation of persons to hospitals or designated locations. In
this research, we simplify this process as follows: demand requests (injuries or personnel)
can be reported from the shelter sites to aircraft dispatchment centers in airports; then,
aircraft dispatchers can send aircrafts to these shelter sites and transport the injured to the
airport. Besides, in actual air relief activities, the demand is usually greater than the actual
transportation capacity. Thus, prediction of future demand is not usually considered.

Therefore, this study considers an aircraft fleet transporting the injured back to the
airport based on the requests from rescue centers that are updated throughout a finite
horizon. Moreover, aircraft dispatchers cannot determine or forecast future requests.

Figure 3 shows an overview of the temporal nature of the problem. At the instance
“now,” the fleet operator has complete information about past injury requests, and the
dispatchment center could assign the aircraft based on the injury requests and available
aircraft. However, they have no information about future injury requests.
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Our model is a type of sequential optimization problem [13,33]. Here, we use the
Bellman equation to provide a solution approach:

Min∑
t

{
C(St, xt) + ∑

s∗∈S
Vt+1(s∗)

}
(1)

where St is the state of the system at time t, which contains the states of all the agents such
as demand reports, aircraft, and dispatch centers, xt is the decision variable, which denotes
the assignment of the aircraft to the demand request, C(St, xt) is the summary objective
value of the system in state S at time t, Vt(s) represents the objective value of the system in
state S at time t and s* is the state of a part of the system at time t + 1.

Based on this, we can compare several policies that differ in their method used in solv-
ing the local optimization problem Min{C(St,xt)}. These different policies are implemented
when the system finds unprocessed reported requests and available aircraft simultaneously:

Min
t ∑

a∈At

(Dis( ∑
i∈Rt

xi
a)) (2)

∑ xi
a ≥ 1 ∀ a ∈ At (3)

∑ xi
a ≥ 1 ∀ i ∈ Rt (4)

where x is the decision variable at time t, At is the set of available aircraft at time t and Rt is
the set of requests at time t.

Equation (2) minimizes the overall distance covered in transporting the injured, which
is the objective whenever the policy is implemented. Equation (3) indicates that any chosen
aircraft can be assigned to one shelter. Equation (4) indicates that any chosen shelter can be
dispatched to one aircraft.

4. Dispatch Strategy Based on the Information Sharing System

In this section, we introduce different information-sharing systems and the corre-
sponding dispatching strategies. In our model, the information sharing system includes
three main agents: rescue shelters, aircraft, and aircraft dispatchment centers. Different
information-sharing systems mean different information structures among different agents.
This section introduces the mutual reaction of agents in different information-sharing sys-
tems and proposes corresponding transported strategies. These strategies are embedded in
the simulation.

4.1. Level One and Corresponding Transportation Method

In Level one, there is no information sharing among aircraft dispatchers, shelters, and
aircraft pilots. This means that aircraft dispatchers and pilots do not know any information
beforehand. Moreover, the shelters have no device to report the number of injuries to
the aircraft dispatchment centers. In this case, the information about injuries can be
obtained if the dispatchment center sends aircraft to a random rescue shelter to conduct
“reconnaissance and rescue” [1,34], as shown in Figure 4.

Under this condition, the dispatch center could dispatch the aircraft to perform
two kinds of missions: First, the center could assign all the available aircraft to obtain
information about the rescue shelters, and if any injuries are present, the aircraft could
transport the injured back to the airport. The second is that the dispatch center could
dispatch aircraft to undertake rescue missions.
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4.2. Level Two and Corresponding Transportation Method

In Level two, there is communication between the shelters and airports. In this case,
the shelters could report the number of injuries to the airport operation center, as shown in
Figure 5. Then, dispatchers could assign the aircraft based on the reported request from
the rescue shelters.
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In this case, the dispatchment center has information on the number and location
of injuries. The dispatchment center can design a flight route before take-off. Hence, we
propose two dispatch methods: “one-destination” and “multiple-destinations”.

4.2.1. One-Destination Strategy

Here, one flight has only one destination (one rescue shelter). It is a common dispatch
method for disaster relief activities [1,35]. According to the reported injury request, the
dispatchment center assigns one aircraft to one rescue shelter. Upon arrival at the rescue
center, the aircraft collects as many injured persons as possible and returns to the airport
directly. This method is a traditional and conservative dispatchment method. It is easy and
quick to assign and recycle aircraft.

However, each aircraft has only one destination, and the aircraft capacity might not
be utilized fully if the number of injuries in some rescue centers is less than the aircraft
capacity. Therefore, a multiple-destination strategy is proposed.

4.2.2. Multiple-Destination Strategies

Considering the shortcomings of the one-destination strategy, one flight can be as-
signed with several rescue shelters. Each time requests are received from the disaster area,
all the available aircraft are identified, and then a flight route is designed considering all of
them. This method can be referred to as a split delivery vehicle routing problem.
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For this local objective, it is necessary to determine the number of aircraft At and
number of requests Rt of the local optimization through the reported requests and available
aircraft. If the reported requests are larger than the total capacity of the available aircraft,
requests are selected by the principle of first-come and first-serve. The remaining requests
are not assigned until there are available aircraft. If the total capacity of the aircraft is larger
than the reported requests, the number of aircraft could be the rounded-up value of (total
requests/capacity of a single aircraft):

R∗ = {ri, ri + 1, · · ·}
=CapacityA

CapacityA < sum(Rreport)

Naircra f t = RoundUp( Rreport
CapacityS

) CapacityA > sum(Rreport)
(5)

where CapacityA is the capacity of all the available aircraft, CapacityS is the capacity of
a single aircraft, Rreport denotes the set of all the unprocessed reported requests and R*
denotes the set of requests that would be considered as local question.

To solve this optimization model, simulated annealing is utilized. For details, please
refer to Appendix A.

4.3. Level Three and Corresponding Transportation Method

In Level three, not only can the shelters report the number of injuries to the airport,
but pilots can also access real-time information about the rescue shelters, as shown in
Figure 6. In this case, the aircraft can perform dynamic routing based on real-time demand
information. This means that the aircraft could be assigned to another shelter if it still has
sufficient capacity left after severing the first shelter.
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In the dynamic routing planning strategy, first, aircraft are assigned to a shelter based
on requests, similar to the “one-destination” method. Then, after severing the planned
shelter, the aircraft pilot determines whether there is any remaining capacity. If so, the
pilot connects to the dispatch center and identifies another shelter. Considering the fuel
and injured already on board, dynamic routing in this study is performed only once in one
flight mission.

From the description, we can consider that this method is more flexible than the
“one-destination” and “multiple-destination” strategies. If there is remaining capacity after
servicing one shelter, the pilot can report to the headquarters to take-off to another shelter,
which is better than the “one destination” method. If the aircraft arrives at one shelter
and finds that the injured are more than the reported request, it serves to full capacity at
that location. However, in the same situation, the “multiple-destination” method would
have to collect persons and travel to the next planned shelter. Thus, this is better than the
“multiple-destinations” strategy. Although we did not conduct numerical experiments,
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from the analysis above we can conclude that the “dynamic routing” is more flexible and
effective in managing the uncertainty between the reported requests before takeoff and the
actual mission at the shelter.

In fact, we proposed transport methods based on the characteristic of corresponding
level of information sharing. Some methods are being used in relief activities, such as
“reconnaissance and rescue” and “one flight one destination”. Others, such as “multiple
destinations” and “dynamic”, have been used in practice in ground transport or discussed
in literature [36]. Further, the reason we choose these methods is that they represent the
characteristics of different levels of sharing information. We want to compare different
information systems by comparing different transport methods, which is the main purpose
of this research.

5. Simulation

In this study, we compared different strategies by utilizing an agent-based simulation
framework. In agent-based modeling, we can identify individual active components of
a system, define their behaviors, and establish connections between them. The global
dynamics of the system can emerge from the interactions of the many individual behaviors.
Besides, it is also convenient to obtain various indicators for analysis.

Therefore, we adopted an agent-based simulation tool to model the dynamic system
of relief aircraft, rescue shelters, and dispatchment centers. The different strategies are
embedded in the simulation to compare the effect of the relief activities using different
indexes.

This simulation has several components, as shown in Figure 7: injury data, airport
operation, and dispatch strategies. The injury data are the input requests from the shelter,
which are introduced in the numerical section. The dispatch strategies, which were embed-
ded in this simulation, have been explained in the previous section. This section focuses on
the aircraft operation process.
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In this simulation, each aircraft has four states: take-off, updating the injuries, landing,
and dispatching. Hence, we set four corresponding aircraft groups and place the aircraft
with similar states in the same group. This simulation determines the state of the aircraft in
each group and updates these groups every minute. The following is a description of the
different aircraft groups:

Takeoff group:
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The simulation first updates the takeoff group. In this group, the aircraft have been
assigned both the planned flight routing and time from the dispatch group (which is
explained later). Each minute, the simulation simultaneously checks the planned takeoff
time and the runway slot. If the aircraft’s planned takeoff time is appropriate with any
vacant runway slot, then the aircraft enters the next aircraft group, collecting group, and is
removed from the takeoff group. If the aircraft’s planned takeoff time is not appropriate in
the runway slot, its planned time could be delayed to wait for the next check.

Collecting group:
In this group, each aircraft takes off and travels to the planned rescue center according

to the planned routing. Upon arrival at a rescue shelter, the aircraft collects the injured.
When it completes the various planned destinations, it enters the landing group and is
removed from the collecting group.

Landing group:
The simulation checks the planned landing time and runway slot. If the planned

landing time is suitable in the runway slot, the aircraft is removed from the landing group
and enters the dispatching group. If there is no suitable runway slot for the landing time, it
is delayed until the next check.

Dispatching group:
This part embeds different modules according to the different strategies. Each aircraft

in this group is waiting to be assigned a planned routing and flight time. When a new
injury request comes into the simulation system, the system checks the available aircraft
and then employs different strategies to arrange a planned routing and flight time to the
aircraft. After this, the aircraft is removed from this group into the takeoff group.

6. Numerical Experiments

This section presents a numerical experiment to compare different transportation
strategies based on the metrics. In this research, we used three metrics: total flight time,
finished time, and average waiting time. The total flight time is the total time of all flight
missions in the relief activities. The finished time is the landing time of the last relief flight
in the relief activities. The average waiting time is the average duration time from arrival
at the shelter to the injured boarding.

6.1. Artificial Designed Demand

From past relief activities, all data on transportation injury constituted the number
of total rescued injuries in all relief activities or on some days. Most of the relief data
are confidential and unavailable to the public. It is, thus, difficult to access the injury
information. Hence, in this study, we used more general artificial data.

We update the injured every time interval, and each time the inputs in each shelter are
determined by the demand/capacity (D/C) and the Gini coefficient, as shown in Figure 8.
D/C is the proportion of the total number of injured (demand) in all shelters and the
capacity of all the aircraft that can satisfy the total demands of all shelters for each time
input. The Gini coefficient indicates the degree of imbalance among shelters, which can
determine the proportion of each shelter. The demand of each shelter for each time input
can be determined based on the total demand of all shelters and the proportion of each
shelter. The Gini coefficient is defined as follows:

In Figure 8, there are four shelters. I1, I2, I3, and I4 (in ascending order) that indicate
the number of injured in each shelter. The Gini coefficient can be calculated as follows:

P1 = I1, P2 = I1 + I2, P3 = I1 + I2 + I3, P4 = I1 + I2 + I3 + I4 (6)

S1 =
0 + P1

2
∗ L +

P1 + P2

2
∗ L +

P2 + P3

2
∗ L +

P3 + P4

2
∗ L (7)

S2 =
0 + P4

2
∗ 4L (8)
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Gini =
S2 − S1

S2
(9)

A larger Gini coefficient indicates a significant unbalanced demand distribution among
these shelters. By setting different D/C and Gini coefficients, we can simulate different
general situations to test our model.
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6.2. Result of Numerical Experiment

In this section, we performed simulations using different Gini coefficients and D/C
ratios. To make our experiment more representative, we designed 20 cases, including
different demand imbalance degrees and different demand/capacity ratios, as shown in
Table 2. For each case, we simulated our four transport methods (three different information
sharing levels) and analyzed the result using three indicators (total flight time, relief
activities finishing time, and waiting time per injury). In this simulation, the injuries
in each case are listed in Appendix B. For each case, the input was unchanged. From
the beginning of the simulation, the increase in injuries for each shelter was input at
60-min intervals until the simulation had run for 5 h. At this point, the injuries stopped
updating, but the simulation did not stop until all the injured persons were transported.
The parameters used in the simulation are listed in Table 3. The results of the simulation
are summarized in Table 4.

Table 2. Different simulation scenarios. As the Gini coefficient increases, the injury distribution
becomes more unbalanced. As the D/C ratio increases, the demand increases, and the transport
capacity decreases. Four transport methods were simulated for each case.

20 Cases Gini = 0.1 Gini = 0.3 Gini = 0.5 Gini = 0.7

D/C ratio 0.6 Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4
D/C ratio 0.8 Case 5 Case 6 Case 7 Case 8
D/C ratio 1.0 Case 9 Case 10 Case 11 Case 12
D/C ratio 1.2 Case 13 Case 14 Case 15 Case 16
D/C ratio 1.4 Case 17 Case 18 Case 19 Case 20

To simplify the interpretation of the results, we converted the data from a tabular form
into the charts shown in Figure 9. The left column indicates the total time (in minutes) of the
different methods using different D/Cs and Gini coefficients, the middle column shows the
finishing time (in minutes), and the right column shows the waiting time (in minutes). Each
row represents a different D/C ratio. In each figure, there are four categories representing
different Gini coefficients. In each Gini histogram, different shades of green bars represent
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different transport methods. Based on Table 4 and Figure 9, alongside previous analysis,
we can now answer the questions posed in Section 1.

Table 3. Parameters in the simulation.

Parameters Value

Scope of disaster (km × km) 100 × 100
Airport (0.0)

Location of rescue shelters (km, km) (30,30), (70,30), (30,70), (70,70), (50,50)
Fleet size 5

Capacity of aircraft 10 unit
Minimum takeoff/landing interval (min) 4
Stop time at each shelter for loading (min) 20

Speed of aircraft (km/h) 200

Table 4. Result of simulation. “One” indicates “reconnaissance and evacuation” in Level one; “Two-I” indicates “one-
destination” in Level two; “Two-II” indicates “multiple-destination” in Level two; and “Three” indicates “dynamic routing”
in Level three.

Time (min) Gini = 0.1 Gini = 0.3 Gini = 0.5 Gini = 0.7

D/C Dispatch
Method

Total
Time

Finish
Time

Waiting
Time

Total
Time

Finish
Time

Waiting
Time

Total
Time

Finish
Time

Waiting
Time

Total
Time

Finish
Time

Waiting
Time

0.6

One 2332 743 115 1626 513 162 2381 795 173 4448 1480 220
Two-I 1223 450 86 1289 446 94 1404 506 113 1668 560 199
Two-II 1171 483 107 1419 570 138 1340 495 117 1429 634 168
Three 1136 446 82.6 1179 446 84 1183 422 86 1351 495 121

0.8

One 1945 632 125 2621 847 256 2599 808 322 2531 797 423
Two-I 1683 544 142 1662 534 133 1803 611 187 1924 639 221
Two-II 1684 567 135 1753 565 138 1760 288 148 1707 698 205
Three 1502 521 116 1418 506 108 1575 518 123 1644 554 150

1.0

One 2148 687 175 3149 1020 259 5465 1820 321 11,613 4033 499
Two-I 1903 621 155 1861 627 166 2042 653 211 2114 705 235
Two-II 2068 647 169 2003 634 164 2004 648 173 2066 724 216
Three 1700 562 134 1688 533 143 1703 550 141 1919 618 180

1.2

One 3462 1096 273 3273 1057 297 6830 2289 435 13,173 4583 592
Two-I 2305 722 228 2324 726 215 2415 758 247 2388 776 262
Two-II 2363 730 221 2388 698 229 2349 778 258 2326 780 260
Three 2126 698 192 2143 687 192 2198 712 213 2323 758 234

1.4

One 4572 1465 408 5804 1897 484 9679 3263 513 21,888 7652 580
Two-I 2572 814 270 2605 823 273 2627 820 278 2586 812 311
Two-II 2753 877 292 2666 845 289 2719 851 280 2697 875 309
Three 2488 790 236 2406 792 234 2530 798 260 2578 826 296

6.2.1. Effects of Different Communication Methods on Relief Aircraft Dispatch

In Section 4, we proposed corresponding transport methods based on different in-
formation sharing levels. The dispatchment methods are based on the characteristics of
different information sharing levels.

Based on the simulation result, we can further analyze the most suitable scenario for
each transport method. From Figure 9, we can see that the “reconnaissance and rescue”
method is better when the Gini coefficient is 0.1 or 0.3. In this case, almost all the shelters
have injuries to be evacuated. Even if there is no information from the shelter sites, as long
as aircraft are dispatched to a shelter, they can bring some injuries back.

The “one destination” method in level two is more suitable to scenarios where D/C
is smaller than 1 and the Gini coefficient is 0.1 or 0.3. In these cases, the available aircraft
exceed the demand, and the distribution of injuries is even. Although this is a simple
method, it remains efficient.

The “multiple destinations” method in level two is more suitable to scenarios where
D/C is smaller than 1 and the Gini coefficient is 0.5 or 0.7. Due to the extremely uneven
distribution of injuries, some shelters may have more injuries than the capacity of the
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aircraft, while others may have few injuries. Therefore the “multiple destinations” method
is more suitable for this extreme distribution.

The “dynamic transport” method is best in every scenario. In fact, this method
combines the advantages of the two methods in level two. In particular, it has the best
performance for waiting times.
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6.2.2. Improvements in Information Sharing for the Efficiency of Relief Activities

(1) “Reconnaissance and rescue” (the one-level method) always has the worst transporta-
tion efficiency in the total flight time, finishing time, and waiting time, especially
when the Gini coefficient is large. This is because in “reconnaissance and rescue,”
there is no information communication between the aircraft dispatchers and shelters.
In this case, aircraft dispatchers need to keep sending aircraft to collect information.
There are some cases where the aircraft travels without any injured persons, which
leads to worse total flight time, finishing time, and waiting time. When the Gini
coefficient is large enough, although there may be very few injured in some shelters,
dispatchers still need to keep sending aircraft for further updates on the situation in
the shelter. This results in a greater waste in the flight resources.
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(2) Dynamic routing (Level three) is better than both methods in Level two, especially
when the D/C is smaller and the Gini coefficient is larger. This is because, in this
case, a single flight to a destination cannot make the best use of the aircraft capacity,
and the total number of injured does not match the total capacity of the aircraft
fleet. Moreover, the multiple-destination method is not very flexible. Thus, dynamic
routing is the best option.

6.2.3. Effectiveness of Different Levels of Information for Dealing with Different
Relief Scenarios

(1) The Gini coefficient and D/C affect the effectiveness of the transport methods. Table 4
and Figure 9 show that a larger Gini coefficient in the same D/C or larger D/C in the
same Gini coefficient could increase the flight time, finishing time, and waiting time.

(2) When D/C is larger than 1 (such as 1.2 or 1.4), the methods in Level two and three
mostly have the same performance. In this case, when the Gini coefficient is smaller,
the demand in each shelter is often larger than the aircraft capacity; thus, the injured
in one shelter can be transported by a single aircraft. When the Gini coefficient is
larger, most demand is focused on one or two shelters, and thus, other shelters do not
consume as much flight resources. Hence, when D/C is larger than 1, regardless of the
Gini coefficient, the methods in Level two and Level three have the same performance.

(3) When D/C is smaller than 1, the difference between the two methods can be seen
at Level two. One destination (two-I) is better than multiple destinations when the
Gini coefficient is smaller (such as 0.1 or 0.3), whereas multiple destinations are better
when the Gini coefficient is larger (such as 0.5 or 0.7). This is because when D/C is
smaller than 1 and the Gini coefficient is small, there are sufficient flight resources and
the injured in each shelter may be less than the capacity of the aircraft. Under these
conditions, the one-destination method is fast and efficient. When D/C is smaller
than 1 and the Gini coefficient is large, more flight resources are available, but the
distribution of the demand is imbalanced. In some shelters, the injured might exceed
the capacity of the aircraft. In this condition, multiple destinations could be better.

6.2.4. Implications for Air Rescue Operations

From the results of the numerical experiment, we can provide the following implica-
tions for achieving more efficient operations on air rescue:

(1) The information-sharing level or communication system in air relief activities is
extremely important, and the level of the information-sharing system determines the
optimal aircraft dispatch strategies. Based on this numerical experiment, different
agents (aircraft, airports, and shelters) and involved organizations (medical teams,
fire departments, response headquarters, etc.) could be connected by an integrated
information-sharing system that could improve relief efficiency.

(2) To determine which strategies must be implemented, it is necessary to consider the
information sharing level, demand distribution, and disaster level. Our simulation
has proved that the total amount and distribution of demands could affect the result
of dispatch strategies. Therefore, a suitable strategy must be employed according to
different scenarios.

(3) In a single relief activity, the demand distributions and communication systems could
vary with the relief phases. For example, at the beginning of the relief, the information
system used is “Level one”. After communication devices recovering, the information
sharing level is improved.

7. Conclusions

In air rescue activities during a large-scale disaster, different communication devices
among the different stakeholders, such as whiteboard, satellite telephone, and real-time
devices (D-net), are utilized for sharing information. This study aimed to quantify the
effect of the different information-sharing systems on the efficiency of air relief activities.
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First, we defined an information-sharing system in three levels: no communication
among different entities; part of the entities could be in contact (usually rescue shelters
and rescue centers), and real-time communication among all entities. Second, based on
the properties of different information-sharing levels, we proposed different transporta-
tion methods. Third, we utilized an agent-based simulation to embed different aircraft
dispatchment methods into air relief activities. Finally, by comparing different methods
under different scenarios of the D/C ratio and Gini coefficient (demand imbalance), we
analyzed the influence of the different communication systems on relief activities.

The key findings of this study are:

(1) The higher the level of the information-sharing system, the better the efficiency of
relief activities. This is proved by quantitative analysis.

(2) Even if the total distribution of demand affects the effectiveness of transportation
methods, when handling an imbalanced distribution of demand, the more flexible
methods, such as multiple destinations or dynamic routing, have a higher perfor-
mance, especially for the indicator of waiting time.

(3) The total demand number can also affect the effectiveness of transportation methods.
For example, when the D/C ratio is larger than 1, the methods in levels two and three
have an almost identical performance. In this case, the simple and commonly used
method “one flight one destination” is sufficient.

All three findings are demonstrated for the first time in published scientific literature.
Hence, we suggest:

(1) To improve the preparedness for disaster response, advanced communication devices
should be used in relief activities as much as possible, especially in some areas where
the population distribution is uneven.

(2) Considering the possibility of an uneven injury distribution, a disaster relief authority
or local government can design optimal transport methods in advance to make the
best use of relief resources.

(3) Our results show that when the number of injuries is evenly distributed and either
equal to slightly more than the total injuries, the basic and commonly used method
“one destination” is also effective. Therefore, to reduce the complexity of rescue whilst
maintaining efficiency, it is recommended that the location distribution of rescue
shelters should be designed considering the population distribution.

In this study, for the overall model, the process of air rescue was simplified, and
the flight routing only included airport and rescue shelters, without considering aircraft
refueling in the airport and other missions. Only one transport method was called for each
simulation, without considering the combination of different transport methods; For the
input data, although we used different coefficients to simulate the different scenarios of
demands in the affected area; in each scenario the input of demand was uncharged for
several hours. These constitute the limitations of our research. In our future work, we
plan to introduce practical disaster data and demand variations with time to analyze the
optimal air transport method in more complex practical situations.
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Appendix A

In this paper, we use simulated annealing in multiple destinations, which we now
introduce as follows:

Algorithm A1. simulated annealing

1 while counts of iterations is less than the set count
2 let S = S0
3 for (original temperature; end temperature; cooling factor)
4 pick a random neighbor, S new = neighbor (S)
5 if P (E (S), E(S new), T) ≥ random (0,1)
6 S = S new
7 output: the final state S

Goal function:
Herein, we set the function as the minimum total traveling distance.
Neighbor function:
The move operator is expected to handle both nodes and transport volume. To

exchange the node and delivery simultaneously and ensure the diversity of the algorithm,
we design this exchange move operator, as shown in Figure A1.
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Acceptance probability function:
We set: P(E(S), E(Snew), T) = exp( E(S)−E(Snew)

T )
Annealing schedule temperature:
To maintain the quality of the solution and the speed of calculation, we select the

original temperature as 100, the final temperature as 1, and the cooling factor as 0.9.

Appendix B

The inputs of injuries in shelters for the numerical experiment.

Table A1. Inputs for the simulation when the total demand is 30.

Gini Shelter 1 Shelter 2 Shelter 3 Shelter 4 Shelter 5 Gini

0.1 5 5 5 7 8 0.11
0.3 2 4 5 7 12 0.31
0.5 1 1 5 5 18 0.51
0.7 1 1 1 1 26 0.67
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Table A2. Inputs for the simulation when the total demand is 40.

Gini Shelter 1 Shelter 2 Shelter 3 Shelter 4 Shelter 5 Gini

0.1 6 7 8 9 10 0.10
0.3 2 5 8 11 14 0.30
0.5 1 2 3 14 20 0.50
0.7 1 1 1 2 35 0.69

Table A3. Inputs for the simulation when the total demand is 50.

Gini Shelter 1 Shelter 2 Shelter 3 Shelter 4 Shelter 5 Gini

0.1 8 8 10 11 13 0.10
0.3 4 5 10 11 20 0.30
0.5 2 2 7 9 30 0.50
0.7 1 1 2 3 43 0.67

Table A4. Inputs for the simulation when the total demand is 60.

Gini Shelter 1 Shelter 2 Shelter 3 Shelter 4 Shelter 5 Gini

0.1 9 11 11 12 17 0.11
0.3 4 8 10 15 23 0.30
0.5 1 3 9 13 34 0.51
0.7 1 1 2 4 52 0.70

Table A5. Inputs for the simulation when the total demand is 70.

Gini Shelter 1 Shelter 2 Shelter 3 Shelter 4 Shelter 5 Gini

0.1 11 12 13 16 18 0.10
0.3 7 8 12 13 30 0.30
0.5 3 5 5 15 42 0.50
0.7 1 2 2 3 62 0.70
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